Dynamical singularities for complex initial conditions and the motion at a real separatrix.
This work investigates singularities occurring at finite real times in the classical dynamics of one-dimensional double-well systems with complex initial conditions. The objective is to understand the relationship between these singularities and the behavior of the systems for real initial conditions. An analytical treatment establishes that the dynamics of a quartic double well system possesses a doubly infinite sequence of singularities. These are associated with initial conditions that converge to those for the real separatrix as the singularity time becomes infinite. This confluence of singularities is shown to lead to the unstable behavior that characterizes the real motion at the separatrix. Numerical calculations confirm the existence of a large number of singularities converging to the separatrix for this and two additional double-well systems. The approach of singularities to the real axis is of particular interest since such behavior has been related to the formation of chaos in nonintegrable systems. The properties of the singular trajectories which cause this convergence to the separatrix are identified. The hyperbolic fixed point corresponding to the potential energy maximum, responsible for the characteristic motion at a separatrix, also plays a critical role in the formation of the complex singularities by delaying trajectories and then deflecting them into asymptotic regions of space from where they are directly repelled to infinity in a finite time.